
 
 

 

Minutes of NRC Meeting 
October 15, 2015 

7:00 p.m. 

Harbour Pointe Clubhouse 

 

 

The meeting was called to order by Acting Chair Joe Herbst at 7:12 p.m. 

Meeting Attendees 
 

Joe Herbst (Harbourwood) 

Frances Hillman (Huntgate Woods) 

George Lawson (Huntsbridge) 

Julane Johndrow (Long Shadow) 

Dan Baker (North Point) 

Bob Redmon (Nuttree Woods) 

Mamie McNeal (Planter's Wood) 

Lori Owens (Poplar Grove) 

Mary Gregory (Riverbirch Trace) 

Hamid Gorashi (Walker's Ferry) 

Charles Davis (Commodore Point) 

Greg Pearson (McTyre's Cove) 

 

Tom Leonard, BCA Liaison 

Member Voice 

Lori Owens (Poplar Grove) asked how NRC Reps could go about getting information 

reproduced for neighborhood issues.  NRC Treasurer McNeal responded that Reps could 

send the information to the NRC (NRCinfo@BrandermillNRC.com) to have the material 

reproduced. 

Hamid Ghorashi (Walker's Ferry) asked when the leaf pick-up service would begin this 

fall.  After some discussion, it was unclear when the actual leaf pick-up service would begin, 

but Chair Herbst felt it would begin on November 1. 

Ghorashi also asked why the BCA did not increase the upcoming assessment increase to 

the maximum 5% so that the community could get the open space within the neighborhoods 

cleaned up by an outside contractor.  NRC Treasurer McNeal explained how this project 

originated with the Tree Management project four years ago, but because the budget line 

for this project was dramatically reduced in 2016, residents had proposed during the budget 

process - and several BCA Directors had agreed - to focus on cleaning up the open space 

within their neighborhoods. 

Bob Redmon (Nuttree Woods) asked if the neighborhood open space clean-up would 

include the small strips of land between residential homes.  Presently he is personally 

cleaning up the space between his and his neighbor's home, including the clearing of leaves.  

Treasurer McNeal reported that the Community Manager cited Brandermill owned over 
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1,000 acres of open space.  It may take some time before those smaller strips of open space 

are addressed. 

Redmon asked if the BCA could deed those smaller strips of property to adjacent property 

owners so they could be properly maintained.  Director Hillman stated that it could not be 

done, as Brandermill is required to a certain amount of open space and that it is holding 

just the minimum amount at this point in time.  Chair Herbst questioned if other residents 

would want to take ownership of that open space, as it would require more maintenance 

work. 

Update on the BCA 2016 Budget 

NRC Treasurer Mamie McNeal reported that this has been a more complex budget year 

than normal, primarily for two reasons:  (1) the BCA Directors at its October 5, 2015 

meeting has recently passed an updated Financial Policy, and (2) the BCA has 

commissioned a new reserve study as mandated by Virginia law. 

The most significant change in the Financial Policy (defining how the BCA will spend and 

invest our monies) is that the Reserve Fund is now divided into the two subaccounts:  the 

New Capital Reserve Fund and the Replacement Reserve Fund.  The use of the New 

Capital Reserve Fund is designated for new capital projects and services, while the 

Replacement Reserve Fund is used to maintain and/or replace BCA capital assets.  

Recognizing the difference in these two reserve funds is important as we look at the Draft 

2016 Budget.  The New Capital Reserve Fund is funded by first-time Brandermill 

homeowners, whereas the Replacement Reserve Fund is funded by our assessments. 

Mandated by Virginia code to be done every five years, the BCA commissioned for a new 

reserve study in 2015.  The cost of this Reserve Study was $15,000.  This new study 

revealed that we do not have enough monies in the Replacement Reserve Fund to maintain 

and/or replace strategic capital assets.  Hence, the Finance Committee has concurred with 

BCA management to recommend an increased contribution of $86,495 to the Replacement 

Reserve Fund for each of the next three years. 

This recommendation to the BCA Board could mean that there be a 4.5% increase in 

assessments for all residents in fiscal year 2016.  This is approximately $20 more year in 

our 2016, 2017 and 2018 assessments to be applied to the Replacement Reserve Fund.  In 

2018, with BCA Board approval and without any other increases, our assessment will be 

approximately $500 per year. 

Treasurer McNeal raised the question of what are the capital assets in Brandermill that 

need maintaining and/or replacing in 2016?  Community Manager Bailey would be 

presenting that information to residents at the community meeting to be held on Monday, 

October 19, 6:00 p.m. at Harbour Pointe Clubhouse.  She strongly recommended that 

residents attend the meeting and learn what capital assets have been identified for 

maintenance and/or replacement. 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/fp00002-bca/content_entry/5101/20151005-Financial-Policy-FINAL.pdf
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The Finance Committee deliberated its October 14, 2015 meeting on how monies in the 

New Capital Reserve Fund will be spent in 2016 and recommended that we spend $25,000 

for street lamp globes, $18,000 for a new playground in Harbour Pointe, and $57,000 for a 

bucket van.  The original funding request for the playground was originally $28,000, but it 

was felt that the cost was too high so the Finance Committee reduced it by $10,000.  She 

cautioned residents to be aware that once these New Capital funds are spent, the cost for 

maintaining and replacing these items will be funded from the Replacement Reserve Fund. 

The Reserve Fund budget only makes up part of our total budget.  The other part is the 

Operating budget. 

After hearing from the NRC Reps earlier this year about covenant enforcement issues, 

McNeal realized that some of the issues may be exacerbated by the condition of the open 

space within our neighborhoods, to say nothing of its overall impact on home values.  

Several BCA Directors agreed, as did members of the Finance Committee.  At its October 

14, 2015 meeting, the Finance Committee, along with the Community Manager and 

Director Pearson, worked on the Draft budget to increase salaries by $40,000 to hire a 

second part-time maintenance team to clean up neighborhood open space.  The Finance 

Committee felt that this should be a perpetual project. 

This is significant because the BCA was able to increase revenue and lower some expenses 

to raise the $40,000 without any additional assessment increase to the already proposed 

4.5% increase.  Residents are cautioned to be patient as Brandermill has over 1,000 acres of 

open space, and it is proposed that only a part-time brush pickup team be added next year.  

McNeal feels, however, this is a start. 

Given the neighborhood open space clean-up would increase all property values, Ghorashi 

felt that it would be appropriate for the BCA to increase 2016 assessments from its 

presently proposed 4.5% to the maximum allowable 5%.  Treasurer McNeal suggested that 

Ghorashi attend the upcoming Proposed Budget meeting hosted by the BCA to make that 

recommendation. 

Treasurer McNeal presented a graphic representation of the BCA budget process and 

encouraged all residents to attend the meeting on the Proposed Budget. She emphasized 

that the Operating budget is based on assessment monies, and we are being offered 

opportunities to tell the BCA Board and management how we feel about how our 

assessment monies are being spent.  She asked that residents not wait until the BCA Board 

votes on the 2016 budget to give their feedback.  It is a huge and ardous task to balance a 

$2.2 million budget with as many line items in the Operating budget as ours. 
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Redmon commented that it is important that the strips of open space between residential 

homes be maintained as after the last storm, drainage within those open spaces were 

blocked.  This caused flooding in neighborhood areas as well as increased mosquito growth, 

etc.  He reported that the BCA has refused to assist with any of that, citing it is a drainage 

issue not under their purview. 

Director Leonard suggested that neighborhood open space clean-up is an issue where the 

NRC Reps could play an important role.  A meeting participant felt that she paid the BCA 

to take care of those issues and that she is busy raising two small children. 

Ghorashi asked what reason the BCA offers for not getting the clean-up job done.  He felt 

that the BCA's response of "doing it yourself" is not an explanation for not getting the job 

done.  Director Leonard felt the NRC Reps needed to get more involved with their 

neighbors. 

Owens commented that times have changed, as very few people today make face-to-face 

contact with their neighbors.  She noted that she was greeted with surprise as she went 

door-to-door to introduce herself as the NRC Rep for her neighborhood.  Director Leonard 

agreed as times have changed on how to reach residents.  He recalled the olden days where 

there were many localized neighborhood events, and he feels that this has been a downfall 

of the NRC. 
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McNeal recalled her NRC Rep effort to convert the mailboxes within her neighborhood.  

After realizing that more than 50% of the mailboxes in her neighborhood still needed to be 

upgraded, she forged a campaign to convert those mailboxes at a reduced conversion price.  

She also recalled another neighborhood effort whereby she was able to get tree 

removal/maintenance work performed at a reduced price because there were several 

residents within her neighborhood who participated.  Cost savings for the six participating 

residents was 40% as compared to each individual resident having the work performed. 

Greg Pearson (McTyre's Cove) urged all residents to register to receive BCA emails as 

well as NRC communications.  He also explained that last year the BCA Board had 

authorized the hiring of three maintenance persons to create a brush pick-up team.  This 

team was to work exclusively on picking up brush within neighborhoods, which took more 

time than anticipated, leaving the work of cleaning up open space undone.  He further 

explained that the Finance Committee was able to find approximately $40,000 within the 

Operating budget to hire three additional seasonal maintenance workers to work on 

neighborhood open space clean-up.  Pearson anticipates this clean-up will be improving, but 

the Community Manager feels that it will take approximately three years for this second 

team to perform its work throughout all of Brandermill.  He feels that the BCA Board is 

working diligently to maintain property values in Brandermill while keeping assessments 

reasonably low. 

Pearson noted that the Finance Committee has also recommended that monies be spent on 

the BCA website.  The current BCA website is not user-friendly, and it is needed to not only 

promote homes sales within Brandermill but to also communicate with its current 

residents. 

George Lawson (Huntsbridge) who also serves at the 2015 Vice Chair of the Finance 

Committee, agreed with Pearson that the Brandermill's open space, particularly those 

aligned with the neighborhoods needed to be cleaned up.  Through 40-years of negligent, 

much of the property is beginning to revert back to its original ecological state.  He supports 

the clean-up of BCA open space being a perpetual effort, and this concept was unanimously 

supported by the Finance Committee at its October 14, 2015 meeting. 

Pearson commented that many of our streams and stream banks are governed by the 

Chesapeake Bay Act whose main contact is the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers.  The Corp has 

delegated much of the responsibility to the County, and in some places, it is illegal for the 

BCA to pick up fallen trees.  This is particularly true for such areas designated at "reserve 

protected areas" (RPAs). 

Ghorashi cited that the Chesapeake Bay Act does not support new construction but RPAs 

should be maintained.  This should include removal of fallen trees into streams which block 

or alter the flow of water. 

Charlie Davis (Commodore Pointe) cited an example of County Environmental 

personnel participated in removal of fallen trees from a natural stream which caused 

flooding of numerous neighborhood backyards.  He noted that the BCA Board worked with 

the County and was able to alleviate the problem. 
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Dan Baker (North Point) noted that in the past he was able to contact the County 

regarding a drainage issue, and the County did respond to help him. 

Ghorashi asked the attending BCA Directors what their opinion might be to proposing a 

one-time special assessment to clean up Brandermill open space.  Davis did not feel the 

community would support such an assessment nor did Pearson as he felt that the 

commercial property owners would not support it. 

Frances Hillman (Huntgate Woods) wondered if BCA governing documents would allow 

a special assessment for residential homeowners only. 

Pearson urged the NRC to give feedback to the BCA Board.  He feels the BCA Directors 

would welcome such input. 

Davis expressed his concern that the NRC is presently not functioning as the BCA Board 

intended, that is to collect feedback from the residents to give to the BCA Board.  How to 

correct that is something the NRC/residents will need to work on. 

Future of the NRC 

Acting Chair Joe Herbst agreed that one of the purposes of the NRC - and possibly the most 

important - is to enhance the communications between the residents and the BCA Board.  

In addition to that, the NRC should encourage participation in the community. 

Referring to a handout (attached) he created, Herbst feels that the NRC does provide a 

valuable service to the community, e.g., emails on BCA Board meetings, surveys, an avenue 

for residents to express their concerns, etc. 

Herbst has been an active participant of the NRC for the last three years and have noticed 

attendance of NRC meetings dwindle to where quorum is barely met.  He feels that this 

lack of meeting attendance has created a lack of credibility when the NRC relates feedback 

to the BCA Board.  Over the last two years, the NRC has had difficulty in finding residents 

to serve as NRC officers. 

Given these factors, Herbst concluded that some changes need to be made.  At this meeting, 

Herbst publicly and actively wants to start a dialogue of what the NRC should be today and 

how to improve it.  Should the NRC become a separate member organization, independent 

of the BCA?  Presently the NRC is a Brandermill committee at the discretion of the BCA 

Board of Directors.  There are some advantages to that (e.g., funding and availability of a 

free meeting place), but Herbst also believes there are disadvantages, e.g., the ability to 

disagree with the BCA Board.  It is also not clearly stated in its charter for the NRC to be 

an advocacy group. 

Herbst concluded with his desire to organize a task force to review possible structural 

changes to the NRC to improve its effectiveness.  This would include (1) continuing in its 

present form as a BCA committee with a goial to enlist neighborhood representatives for all 

neighborhoods, (2) continuing in its present form as a BCA committee but making changes 
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to the NRC by-laws and and charter, or (3) establish the NRC as an independent member 

organization. 

After speaking with the Community Manager, Herbst spoke with Jim Hopkins of the Lake 

of the Woods (an gated homeowners association located in Locust Grove, Virginia, that is of 

the same approximate size and age as Brandermill).  Hopkins shared that there has never 

been an analogous NRC committee associated with Lake of the Woods.  There is, however, 

an independent civic organization composed of Lake of the Woods residents which fulfill 

much of the same role as the NRC. 

Owens asked if the lack of NRC participation was dependent on whether or not it was 

affiliation with the BCA Board.  Although she has lived here for three years, she was not 

even aware of the NRC until recently.  She wonders if lack of NRC participation is due to 

its marketing efforts to make, particularly new residents, aware of its existence and its 

function.  Owens commented that she had three other friends who wanted to participate in 

this particular NRC meeting but was unable to do so because of the late meeting notice. 

Davis asked why Owens attended the meeting tonight?  Owen responded that as a fairly 

new Brandermill resident, she wanted to get involved in the community.  Davis noted that 

this was probably the reason the NRC lacked participation:  it needed to work on creating a 

"sense of community." 

As a NRC leader, Herbst feels that the NRC has suffered greatly in the last couple of years 

but not for the sake of trying. 

Owens commented that the NRC needs to better publicize itself and information about it 

should be included in the Brandermill welcome tote.  McNeal understood that there would 

be a letter introducing the NRC, that the NRC has a standing request with the BCA to 

include that letter when the welcome packets are prepared. 

Baker recalled the larger turnouts at NRC meetings in 2013 when McNeal was chair.  He 

asked if the NRC had a volunteer who would call the Reps if they didn't attend a NRC 

meeting and if volunteers had been called to validate that they wanted to continue serving 

as Reps.  McNeal agreed with Baker's recollection and confirmed that the list of NRC Reps 

was validated and updated on the NRC website earlier in the year when Linda 

Quackenbush was chair. 

Director Leonard stated that he was given a list of 12 Reps to call about attending an NRC 

meeting and received "maybe " responses.  This leads him to feel that there is something 

wrong with the process.  He then volunteered to serve on the task force to review the NRC 

structure. 

Davis suggested that there needs to be another mechanism other than physically attending 

meetings because people are busy and times have changed.  McNeal said that she had 

suggested earlier in the year that NRC meetings be held using webinar technology. 
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Pearson recalled that in the past there were primarily three ways residents obtained 

information about the Association:  (1) reading The Village Mill, (2) attending BCA Board 

meetings and (3) attend NRC meetings.  There were times in the past when residents who 

disagreed with the BCA Board found the NRC as a possible outlet to affect change. 

Pearson who has attended about 60% of all BCA Board meetings over the past 20 years 

noted that attendance at the current BCA Board meetings are the lowest he has ever seen.  

This low attendance, he feels, is due to overall resident satisfaction.  McNeal asked if the 

same analogy worked for the NRC as well:  Residents don't attend NRC meetings because 

overall they are satisfied?  Pearson stated that that may be a reason for a lack of 

attendance at NRC meetings.  Both Pearson and Frances Hillman (Huntsgate Wood) 

agreed that it may be a reason. 

Davis commented that many residents don't know their neighbors; times have changed. 

With reference to neighborhood reps, he wondered how much input they're getting from 

their neighbors if residents aren't talking to each other. 

Pearson noted that Brandermill today is much more diverse than ever before, and there are 

much more rental properties than owner-occupied properties now.  People seem to be more 

"connected" when there are young children in the family. 

Acting Chair Herbst concluded the discussion by saying that he would reach out to people 

to participate in the task force to discuss the organizational structure of the NRC.  He 

anticipates at least one organizational meeting of the task force in the fourth quarter of 

2015 and stated that much research needs to be made before a recommendation can be 

made to the full body of the NRC. 

Adjournment 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned 8:15 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

   

Sally Ragsdale, Secretary  Joe Herbst, Acting Chair 

 




